The Difference Between between Analysis and Evaluation

**Analysis**
1) Finds out the **parts of something**, eg its elements, structure and processes.

2) Analysis is more **objective**.

3) The **function or meaning** of something.
   - (i) The **meaning** behind a piece of writing (not it’s quality in expressing that meaning).
   - (ii) The **function or purpose** of an software exercises.

4) Origin: Greek and Medieval Latin
It origin is in Greek and is literally translated to loosen up [ana-luein (Greek)].

**Evaluation**
1) Typically, you need to do an **analysis** before you can do an **evaluation**.

2) Evaluation is more **subjective**.

3) The **quality** of something
   - (i) The **quality** of a piece of writing. Gauging the quality is equivalent to judging the ability of the writer to express their intended meaning.
   - (ii) **Rating** for example how useful a particular software exercises was.

4) Origin: French and Latin

**FRENCH**
Évaluation
action of appraising or valuing
1745 - 1755

**LATIN**
valere
be strong, be well; be of value, be worth